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Abstract 

During 1955-2000, Taiwan's per capita gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate was the highest in 

the world. In the first half of the 20th century, the Japanese colonial government laid the basis for 

economic growth by establishing a modern economic institution in Taiwan. After taking over Taiwan 

in 1945, however, the Kuomintang (KMT) government adopted economic control policies which 

caused hyperinflation during 1946-1949. The control policies were continued after the KMT 

government retreated to Taiwan in late 1949. As a result, economic growth was stagnant. 

Fortunately, deregulations were initiated in the late 1950s, and Taiwan was able to rapidly expand 

its export sector. Using the textile industry as an important case, this paper analyzes what policy 

changes were critical in fostering the postwar export expansion and economic growth. 
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1 Introduction

In 1955–2000, Taiwan’s GDP per capita growth rate was the highest in the world, fol-
lowed by South Korea, Equatorial Guinea, Botswana, Oman, Singapore, Hong Kong,
and Japan.1 Equatorial Guinea, Botswana andOman are endowed with rich natural re-
sources of oil and diamonds, which partly explains why they grew so fast. ae average
growth rates of the other ûve countries are: Taiwan (6.82%), South Korea (6.59%), Sin-
gapore (5.65%), Hong Kong (5.45%), and Japan (5.13%). In contrast, the growth rates of
U.K. and U.S. were 2.49% and 2.45%, respectively.

In 1955, Taiwan’s GDP per capita ranked the 86th in the world. Because of the ex-
tremely high growth rate, the ranking of Taiwan’s GDP per capita rose quickly during
the second half of the 20th century. She ranks the 14th in 2010.2 Taiwan, South Korea,
Hong Kong and Singapore was called the Asian Four Dragons due to their high eco-
nomic growth rates a�erWorldWar II. aere have been many studies trying to explain
the high growth of the Four Dragons. In the case of Taiwan, almost all the researchers
agree that the institutions and infrastructure established during the Japanese colonial
period laid the foundation for the postwar high growth.

Taiwan’s postwar high growth was accompanied by export expansion, and many
studies tries to explain how export expansionwas initialized in the late 1950s. Important
studies include Hsing (1971), Lin (1973), Ho (1978), Little (1979) and Scott (1979). In
particular, Scott (1979, pp. 321–30) analyzed the policy changes in the late 1950s, and
concluded that the following were crucial: tax rebate for exports, removal of import
restriction, moving from multiple exchange rate to single exchange rate system, and
depreciation of theNewTaiwan dollar. Figure 1compares the growth patterns ofTaiwan
and ûve other countries. In 1955,GDP per capita in the Philippineswas higher than that
in Taiwan by 14%. But in 1955–2000, its growth rage was only 1.37%. Because of this, its
GDP per capita was only 14.0% of Taiwan in 2000.

Figure 1 also shows that Taiwan’s high growth began in the early 1960s, the growth
rate in the 1950swas nothing special. A�erWorldWar II, theKMT government adopted
economic control policies which brought adverse eòects on the economy. ae dereg-
ulations in the late 1950s eòectively promoted economic growth. However, the policy
change from controls to de-controls have not been fully understood. ais study will
investigate the origin of the control policies ûrst. We then provide a detailed case study
of the textile industry, and analyze how export expansion policy was implemented in

1Source, Maddison Project, http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/maddison-project/home.htm,
unit, 1990 International Geary-Khamis dollars. Growth rate was calculated by taking the ratio of the
ûrst year to that of the last year, and then computed the average growth rate.

2Using the data from theWorld Bank, Taiwan ranks the 22nd in 2013.
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the late 1950s.
In the following, section 2 explains how the economic controls in the second half of

1940s led to a hyperin�ation inTaiwan. ae Provincial government adopted amonetary
reform in June 1949, and issued the New Taiwan (NT) dollar. To establish the public
conûdence on thenew currency, theNTdollarwas supported by gold standard andûxed
exchange rate. However, since the price level did not stabilize completely, the exchange
rate was forced to be adjusted repeatedly. Section 3 explained that in order to solve the
trade deûcit problem, the Bank of Taiwan (BOT) started to diòerentiate the exchange
rate for export and import, the rates forpublic andprivate companieswere alsodiòerent.

ae textile industry began to develop in the early 1950s, it became themost impor-
tant private industry in the 1960–70s. Section 4 shows that in 1950, textile industry was
free from regulation. But by the end of 1952, both prices and quantities were controlled
by the government. During 1953–56, there were de-controls, re-controls, and then de-
controls again. Section 5 ûrst shows that over-valuation of the NT and high tax rate
made it impossible for Taiwan to export cotton yarn and clothing. In the late 1950s,
with the introduction of tax refund and depreciation ofNT dollar, the comparative ad-
vantage of cheap labor emerged, andTaiwanwas able to export textile products. Section
6 analyzes the conditions of high growth, and argues that institutions and infrastructure
were essential for Taiwan’s postwar growth. And ûnally in section 7, we argue that, in
contrast to awidely-held view, import substitution in the early 1950swas not a necessary
condition for the export expansion later.
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2 Economic Controls and Hyperin�ation

A�er the KMT government took over Taiwan in 1945, almost all of the Japanese en-
terprises were turned into public enterprises. ae most important one was the Taiwan
Sugar Corporation (TSC), which was consolidated from four Japanese private compa-
nies, and became amonopoly a�er 1946.

2.1 State Enterprise and Hyperin�ation

ae rationale used by the KMT oõcials for turning Taiwan into a state enterprises
system was the doctrine by Dr. Sun Yat-sen, “developing state capital, restricting pri-
vate capital” (「發達國家資本,節制私人資本」). However, Sun’s proposal was mainly for
heavy industry, utilities and transportation, and sugar industrywas none of them. Trad-
ing company was another example. In November 1945, the KMT government consoli-
dated seven Japanese trading companies into the Taiwan Trade Bureau (貿易局), a state
enterprise. In 1946,more than one third of the trading service in Taiwan was provided
by the Bureau.

If “developing state capital”was at most a slogan,whatwas the real motive for creat-
ing a state enterprise system? arough public enterprises, it was easier for the govern-
ment to get income to ûnance its expenditure. In FY 1946, for example, public enter-
prises and statemonopolies contributed 34.5% of government income. ae percentage
for 1947–49was 36.6%, 42.7%, and 29.1%, respectively.3 aeTaiwanTrade Bureau played
a especially important role in government ûnance. In FY 1946, its contribution to the
Treasury was 547 million Taiwan dollars, or 21.0% of the Provincial government’s ex-
penditure.4

Chen (1956, p. 150) pointed out that Taiwan Trade Bureau and the succeeding Trade
Committee (貿易調節委員會) was operated with an aim to ûnance the budget deûcit.
ae Trade Bureau’s big proût actually came from a tax on private and public enterprises,
and hence led to protests from the latter. However, the practice of using the proût of
public enterprises to ûnance government budget deûcit was continued a�er the KMT
government retreated to Taiwan at the end of 1949.

Fig 2 shows the percentage of production of the public enterprises to total manu-
facturing. Comparing with the prewar period, the share increased tremendously a�er
1946. Unfortunately, the enormous scale of the public enterprise system produced seri-
ous eòects on the economy, and hyperin�ationwas one of them. Figure 3 shows money
supply andWPI in 1942–52. From the end of August to the year-end of 1950, Taiwan’s

3Taiwan Provincial Government (1971), pp. 694–95。
4Wu (1997), pp. 536–38。
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Source:Wu (1997), ûgure 8.

WPI increased by 35 thousands times. ae study byWu (1997) showed that the twomain
causes for Taiwan’s hyperin�ation were the state enterprise system and the government
budget deûcit. For the former, the government asked the Taiwan SugarCompany to sell
sugar in Shanghai at a price usually lower than the production cost. aemoney-losing
TSC then had to borrowmoney from the BOT. aemore strict of the government con-
trol on sugar price, themore theTSC had to borrow from the BOT, and themoremoney
was printed.

In the beginning of the 1950s, theTaiwanDistrict ProductionBusinessManagement
Committee (TDPBMC)was in charge of designing the industrial policy. ae TDPBMC
was established on the 10th of June, and ûve days later the Provincial government an-
nounced amonetary reform. To counter hyperin�ation, the Provincial government de-
clared that “production must increase, . . . and all the public enterprises must cooperate
under the direction of the TDPBMC”.5 Ironically, loans from the BOT to public en-
terprises was the main cause of money supply increase at least during the period of
1946–48. ais situation did not change a�er themonetary reform.

At the end of 1948, among the total loans from the BOT, 81.7% was directed to pub-
lic enterprises, and 18.3% was to the government oõces.6 Toward the end of 1949, the
total amount of loans increased tremendously, but the percentage of loans to public en-
terprises was lowered to 40.4%, while the percentage to government oõces increased
to 59.6%. A�er the KMT government retreated to Taiwan at the end of 1949, defense
spending increased tremendously. ae percentage of defense spending to central gov-
ernment spending reached 89.4% in FY 1950, and government budget deûcit became
themain cause of in�ation.

5Chen (1953), pp. 214–15.
6Wu (1994), table 5, p. 194.
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ae unit of net currency issues was million Taiwan dol-
lars. ae base year ofWPIwas 1937,WPI = 100. Source:
Wu and Kuo (1991).

2.2 Monetary Reform and Gold Savings Deposit

On June 15, 1949, the Provincial government launched a monetary reform, a new cur-
rency called the New Taiwan dollar was issued to replace the original one, with the
exchange rate set to be 1 to 40,000. To establish public conûdence on the new currency,
the government introduced two policies. ae ûrst policy was to ûx the price of the NT
dollar to gold,with oneTaiwanese ounce to be equal toNT 330 dollar. ae second policy
was to ûx the exchange rate of one US dollar to be equal to ûve NT dollars. ae public
were allowed to buy gold or US dollar from the BOT with NT dollar.

Comparing the price level of 1937 and June 1949, the oõcial exchange rate was an
over-valuation of the NT dollar. In 1937, themarket exchange rate of the Taiwan dollar
with the US dollar was 3.471. From the ûrst half of 1937 to June 1949, Taipei’s retail
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price index increased by 154,562.3 times. During the same period, theUSCPI increased
by 1.65 times. According to purchasing power parity, themarket equilibrium exchange
rate of theNT dollar in June 1949would be 8.28. As expected, the over-valuation caused
drainage of the BOT’s foreign reserves.

About onemonth before themonetary reform, the BOT launched theGold Savings
Deposit on May 17th. ae public were encouraged to open an account in any of the
branches of the BOT. A�er a deposit in Taiwan dollar was made, and the money had
been stored in the account for over onemonth, the depositor had the option towithdraw
an equivalent value of gold. When themonetary reformwas launched, the time required
for drawing out gold was shortened to ten days.

ae purpose of the Gold Savings Deposit was to establish the NT dollar as a gold
standard currency. However, the reform did not completely stabilize the price level.
Between 1950 and 1955, WPI increased by 2.33 times, which amounted to an annual
in�ation rateof 18.4%. aepublic rushed to the BOT toopen aGold Savings account and
to withdraw gold two weeks later, and importers bought a large amount of US dollars
from the BOT.As a result, therewere a big drain of gold and foreign exchanges, and the
BOT was forced to change both policies. ae changes and adjustments in the exchange
rate policy led to the notorious multiple exchange rate system in the 1950s.

2.3 The End of Hyperin�ation

Because the drainage of gold, the BOT began to change the oõcial price of gold in
June 1950, but the drainage did not stopped. Before the monetary reform, the BOT
accumulated gold worthy of 44.8 million US dollars and 10 millon US dollars in cash.
Toward the end of 1950, the BOT lost about two thirds of gold reserves.7 OnDecember
27, 1950, the BOT abandoned the Gold Savings Deposit policy.

Why theGold SavingsDeposit policy failed? In the second half of 1949, themilitary
situation of the KMT government in themainland deteriorated quickly. and ûnally the
KMT government retreated to Taiwan inDecember 1949. In the beginning of 1950, oõ-
cial information agencies in theUS andUKpredicted that the Communistwould attack
Taiwan in June 1950.8 In May 1950, the US consulate in Taipei began to prepare for the
withdrawal of the personnel in anticipation that the Communist would attack Taiwan.
He also asked all the American civilians to leave Taiwan.9 Under the circumstances, it
was impossible for the Gold Savings Deposit policy to raise the public conûdence on
the NT dollar.

7See Shih, Chou, and Su (1961), pp. 109–10, and Lin (1973).
8Cumings (1990), p. 525.
9Jarman (1997), vol. 9, p. 117.
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ae report of the British Consulate in Tamshui said that the breakout of the Korean
War on June 25, 1950 was a “Deus exMachina” to Taiwan.10 On June 27, 1950, US presi-
dent Truman announced that theUSwould resume the aid program to Taiwan. aeUS
government ûrst provided aid to the Republic of China in 1948, but the program was
suspended in 1949. ae resumption of the US aid saved Taiwan from being taken over
by the Communist China. In addition, theUS aid was the key to the ending of Taiwan’s
hyperin�ation, because it tremendously reduced Taiwan’s budget deûcit.

3 Controls on Exchange Rate and Trade

When the monetary reform was announced, the exchange rate of the NT dollar to the
US dollar was 5. To establish public conûdence on the NT dollar, the BOT did not
restrict foreign exchange transactions. Importers were allowed to apply for as much
foreign exchanges as needed from the BOT. Since the US dollar was under-valued, the
BOT’s foreign exchange reserve was drained.11 ais was exactly the same as the eòects
of the Gold Savings Deposit policy.

ae termination of theGold SavingsDeposit did not produce adverse eòects on the
economy because gold was not themedium of exchange. In contrast, theUS dollar was
extensively used in international trade. ae BOT could also terminated US exchange
transactions, but this would be equivalent to the abandonment of ûxed exchange rate
system. ae KMT government took another route instead: controlled exchange rate,
restrained public holdings of foreign exchange, and ûnally controlled foreign trade.

As the ûrst step to stop drainage of the foreign reserves, the government asked all the
public enterprises to transfer their foreign exchange holdings to the BOT in February
1950. However, this did not lessen the draining because the private enterprises contin-
ued to buy foreign exchanges from the BOT. ae oõcial exchange rate was changed to
7.50 dollar on February 14, 1950, and then to 8.0 on April 18. At the time, the exchange
rage in the black market was 9.33, so the depreciation did not stop speculation on the
foreign exchange.12

OnDecember 19, 1950, the BOT started to control the demand for foreign exchange.
All the applications for foreign exchange needed to be examined and veriûed. Without
passing the veriûcation, foreign exchange would not be provided. However, if an im-
porter bought foreign exchange from themarket, hewas still able to import goods from
abroad. On April 9, 1951, the Executive Yuan announced a new “Policy on Financial

10Jarman (1997), vol. 9, pp. 124–25.
11Hu (1954), pp. 1–3; Chen (1956), pp. 153–54.
12Chen (1956), pp. 200–01。
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Transactions” (有關金融措施規定辦法), in which holding foreign exchange and gold
was still allowed, but transactions were prohibited. In other words, all the transactions
of foreign exchange and gold had to be done with the BOT. ais policy put all the im-
ports under the control of the government.

OnApril 11, 1951. the exchange rate for the public enterprise’s exportwas changed to
10.25, and 14.73 for private enterprise’s export.13 ae exchange rate for public enterprise’s
imports and the US aid imports was 10.25; and the rate was 15.85 for private sector’s
import. Acomplicatedmultiple exchange rate systemwasdeveloped, as shown inFigure
4.

ae multiple exchange rate system was complicated, but there were three charac-
teristics. First, the NT dollar was over-valued. Second, the NT dollar was gradually
de-valued through the 1950s. Finally, the exchange rate for public enterprise’s export
was lower than that of the private enterprise. ae long-term de-valuation of the NT
dollar was easy to understand. From June 1949 to the end of 1958, Taipei’s retail price
index increased by 7.02 times, and the US CPI increased by 1.21 times. According to
purchasing power parity, the equilibrium exchange rate would increase by 5.8 times,
but in fact the oõcial exchange rate was increased by 7.2 times. ais implied that the
NT dollar was over-valued in June 1949.

Why the government set the export exchange rate of public enterprise to be lower
than that of the private enterprise? In the early 1950s, price had not yet been completely

13Hu (1954), pp. 7–8; Shih, Chou, and Su (1961), pp. 120–23; Chen (1956), pp. 157–59.
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stabilized. To reduce in�ation pressure, the BOT tried hard to reduce money supply.
During the period, the TSC was the most important exporter. ae foreign exchanges
earned from sugar export was required to be sold to the BOT. If the exchange rate was
low, the BOT would issue less money, which presumably would reduce in�ation pres-
sure.

ae policy looked like a smart method to reduce the in�ation pressure, but actu-
ally it did not work. Because of the exchange rate control, the TSC’s export was losing
money and so it had to borrow from the BOT. ae money supply might decrease in
the beginning, but eventually it had to increase.14 Besides, the interest rate charged on
public enterprises was signiûcantly lower than themarket rate, this encouraged public
enterprises to borrow from the BOT.

Due to over-valuation of theNT dollar, Taiwan’s export had diõculty to compete in
the international market. On January 4, 1953, exchange rate for sugar export was raised
to 14.49. In September, import exchange for private sector was raised to 18.78, but the
adjustment was due to a new Defense surtax introduced by theMinistry of Finance. In
1955, the BOT introduced a foreign exchange certiûcate system, which in eòect raised
the exchange rate by six NT dollars. At the end of 1955, market price for the certiûcate
was 12.9 dollars, and so import exchange rate for private enterprisewas 31.69 dollars. In
contrast, export exchange rate was 25.87 dollars.15

As shown in Figure 4, from 1949 to 1967 the oõcial exchange rate was always lower
than the black market rate, indicating an over-valuation of the NT dollar. In the 1950s,
Taiwan faced persistent trade deûcit. A de-valuation of theNT dollar should be helpful
to reverse the trend, but government oõcials did not believe that Taiwan was able to
produce new industrial products to compete in the international market.16 aey also
worried that de-valuation would cause price increase for imports, and hence worsen
the in�ation problem.

4 Import Substitution: Textile Industry

During the Japanese colonial period, Taiwan importedmost of the clothing from Japan.
In 1938, domestic production of cotton cloth amounted to 4.98% of total supply, the rest
was imported from Japan. aere were some small textile ûrms in Taiwan, which were
consolidated into a public enterprise by the KMT government a�er World War II. In
1946–49, clothingwere imported from themainland China instead. A�er themainland

14Chen (1956), pp. 157–58.
15Shih, Chou, and Su (1961), pp. 120–22.
16Scott (1979), p. 380.
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was lost, Taiwan had to ûnd other channels for clothing supply. Taiwan’s textile industry
began to develop in the early 1950s, but production value was quite small. A�er export
expansion was successful in the early 1960s, textile industry became one of the most
successful private industries in Taiwan.

ae development of the textile industry in the 1950s re�ected how government of-
ûcial’s thought on economic policy changed over time, from strict control in the be-
ginning to market mechanism later. On the other hand, the textile industry policy also
re�ected the constraint that the KMT government faced during the time. In the be-
ginning of the 1950s, the KMT government had to deal with three diõcult problems:
hyperin�ation, budget deûcit, and trade deûcit.

Figure 5 compares the percentage share of food and beverage and textile industry.
In early postwar period, food and beverage was themain industry, in which sugar was
the most important product. However, the share of food and beverage decreased over
time. In contrast,while the share of textiles increased from about 5% in 1949 to over 15%
in themid-1970s, the share of food and beverage had decreased to about 10%.

4.1 Free Market: 1949–1950

Taiwan did not grow cotton, all the cotton needed by yarn spinningmillswas imported.
During the US aid era (1950–65), almost all the cotton were imported from the US.
Immediately a�er the TDPBMC was established in June 1949, Taiwan faced a serious
problemof clothing shortage. From themid-1949 tomid-1950, theTDPBMC tried to let
themarket to solve the problem, adopting policies to encourage import and to promote
domestic production.

To encourage import, import tax for cotton cloth was reduced from 65% to 20% in
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August 1948. And to promote domestic production, import tax for cotton was tem-
porarily suspended for one year, and tax for cotton yarn was decreased from 50% to
5%. As a result of tax reduction, cotton cloth import increased tremendously, mostly
from Japan. Taiwan imported 2.50 million meters of cotton cloth in 1949, it increased
to 58.6 million meters in 1950. ae eòect of tax reduction could be seen from Figure 6.
From June 1949 to March 1950, the price of Nankeens (a widely-used fabric) decreased
by 37.2%.

ae domestic fabricmills were seriously aòected by the import. On the other hand,
import tax reduction for cotton yarn was welcomed by fabric mills, but spinners were
adversely aòected. In summary, free import and tax reduction policy were beneûcial to
the public, but eòects on yarn spinning mills and fabricmills weremixed.

ae extent of the adverse eòects partly depended upon the exchange rate. If ex-
change rate was relatively high, domestic product would be relatively cheaper, and the
eòects would be smaller, or even nil. BeforeMarch 1950, the oõcial exchange rate was
5 dollar, but the black market rate of 8.26 dollar. At the end of 1950, oõcial rate rose to
10 dollars, andmarket rate was 14.02 dollar. Because theNT was over-valued, domestic
mills had diõculty to compete with the imports.

4.2 From Free Market to Strict Control

InApril 1950, CottonTextile Association (台灣棉紡織同業公會) asked for help from the
government. Speciûcally, the Association asked the government to prohibit import of
cotton yarn and cloth, to provide loans from the US aid, to buy up inventories, and to
supply low-interest loans. On May 17, the TDPBMC proposed to the Council for Inter-
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national Economic Cooperation (經合署), which was responsible for US aid import, to
stop importing US cotton yarn, and also to limit supply of clothes imported from the
US aid program.17

In May 1950, the Taiwan Joint Textile Allocation committee was established, its re-
sponsibility was to allocate cottons, cotton yarns, and clothes which were imported
through the US aid program. ae committee was the decision maker for the textile
industry policy, and the Central Trust of China (CTC) was responsible for policy ex-
ecution. ae committee had been reorganized several times later, sometimes with the
name changed slightly. But for simplicity of presentation, the decision-making commit-
tee would be called “the Textile committee” in the following.

Starting mid-1950, the imported cotton from the US aid program was directly al-
located to yarn-spinning mills. Under the system, yarn-spinning mills were nothing
more than subcontractors for the Textile committee. For every 100 pounds of cotton
allocated, the mill got 28 pounds of cotton as remuneration, and the cotton yarn pro-
duced from the latter could be freely sold in the market.18 ae cotton yarns collected
back by the Textile committeewere then allocated to fabricmills,whichwould produce
fabric with a speciûed remuneration. Again the fabric mills were nothing more than
subcontractors.19 ae system was called “the textile subcontractor system” (代紡代織).
ae Textile committee might directly import cotton yarns from abroad, and allocated
them to fabricmills. In 1950, the share of cotton yarn import was estimated to be 30.7%
of the total supply in the domesticmarket.20

Under the system, the cotton yarn pricewas supposed to be under the control of the
Textile committee. However, as shown in Figure 6, cotton yarn prices rose dramatically
a�er June 1950. Yarn-spinning mills were proûted from the price rise, fabricmills were
adversely aòected. ae latter petitioned the government for prohibition of cotton cloth
imports.

ae TDPBMC thought that the price increase of cotton yarns was due to “unlaw-
ful speculation” (不法人士操縱), and hence a series of control policies were taken to
stabilized the price. Whenever a policy did not achieve the objective, a even stronger
policy was implemented. As a result, toward the end of 1951 the whole textile industry,
from cotton to fabrics, was under strict controls. During the time, government oõcials
were extremely worried about any price rise, and regarded price control as an eòective
solution. For example, K. Y. Yin who was the vice-director of the TDPBMC said that

17Li (2004), pp. 59, 67.
18Li (2004), pp. 62–64; Hsu (2003), p. 50.
19Li (2004), pp. 64–65, 93–94.
20Huang (1956), pp. 27–28.
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the price rise of cotton yarn was due to “deûciency in cotton yarn allocation system, . . .
the government has to control cotton yarn.”21

In fact, cotton yarn price increase in mid-1950 was a re�ecrtion of changes in de-
mand and supply. First of all, the Textile committee only allocated cotton yarns to big
fabric mills, small mills had to buy yarns from the market. Second, big mills received
only about 40% of cotton yarns of its capacity on average, so it had to buy additional
yarns from themarket. As mentioned above, yarn-spinning mills got a certain amount
of cotton as remuneration, and the cotton yarns produced from which could be freely
sold in themarket. When demand was high, price would be rise.

Part of cotton yarns were imported from abroad. In 1950, cotton yarn import was
about 31% of the total supply. Naturally, domestic cotton yarn price would be aòected
by the world price. As shown in Figure 7, world cotton price increased dramatically
aroundmid-1950. But about one year later, cotton yarn price started to fall. ae rise and
fall of cotton yarn price in Taiwan was roughly consistent with theNew York’s price, so
it seemed clear that Taiwan’s price was aòected by the worldmarket.

In June 1951, the TDPBMC announced that import applications for cotton fabrics
would be temporarily suspended. As a result of the policy, supply of fabricswas reduced,
which in turn led to an increase in demand for cotton yarns from domestic spinning
mills, and the price of cotton yarn increased evenmore. Early in February 1951, the CTC
announced that the price of cloth was NT 4.25 dollar per yard. Household buyer had to
show his Household registration card when purchasing cloth. In April, the Executive
Yuan announced that all the exchange transactions had to be done through the BOT.
A�er the policy change, unless importers got foreign exchange from the black market,
it was impossible for the private sector to import cotton yarns.

21Yin (1952), p. 5。
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On May 25, 1951, a new Textile committee was established to replace the original
one, and control policies were reenforced. Starting from June, spinning mills were re-
munerated with cash instead of cottons. For a piece of cotton yarn (400 pounds), the
remuneration was NT 1,600 dollars. Previously the subcontractor mills could sell the
cotton yarns made from the remuneration cottons, now all the cotton yarns produced
by the domestic ûrms were controlled of the CTC.

On August 14, the Provincial government decreed that the price ceiling for domes-
tic and imported cotton yarns would be set by the government. In September, the
TDPBMC passed a resolution to temporarily suspend applications for cotton yarn im-
port from private sector, as a result the CTC also monopolized cotton yarn import. In
November, it was decreed that in Taipei city one household could purchased at most 5
yards of white ûne cloth per year. aere were similar restriction in other cities of Tai-
wan.

At the second half of 1949, the textile market was a free market, import taxes were
low or even nil. But by the end of 1951, the market was under complete control by the
government. Only the CTC could import cotton and cotton yarn, and the allocation of
cottons and cotton yarns was controlled by the government, ae government set price
ceilings on cotton yarns and clothes. It also reserved the right to buy 70% of the cotton
yarns produced by spinning mills.22

Did the controls succeeded in stabilizing cotton yarn price? Figure 6 shows the price
index of cotton yarn in April 1952 (512.9) was lower than that of August 1950 (515.0), so
it seemed that the control policies worked. But in fact, world cotton yarn price had
already declined sincemid-1951. Also the domesticmarket for cotton yarns had already
reached saturation.23 So even without the control policies the cotton yarn price should
had declined at least in early 1952.

ae control policies taken in the early 1950s were usually described as an import
substitution policy, but actually most of the policies were aimed at controlling cotton
yarn price. A�er 1952, domestic cotton yarn price was lowered to the normal level, so
control policies were removed gradually. However, three years later a similar control
policy was launched by the government again.

4.3 De-control and Re-control

Starting September 1952, controls were gradually removed, cotton yarn produced by
spinning mills was allowed to be freely sold in the market. ae main reason for de-

22Li (2004), p. 71.
23Huang (1956), p. 28.
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control was that cotton price had been lower than the price ceiling.24 Also any control
on cotton yarnprice produced a proût re-distribution between spinners and fabricmills.
Spinnerwelcomed higher cotton yarn price, but fabricmillswould complain. aerewas
also a proût re-distribution problemwithin spinners and fabricmills. Large and eõcient
spinners desired for more cottons. Similarly, large and eõcient fabric mills asked for
more cotton yarns. Finally, the cost of control policy implementation was commonly
shared by the spinning and fabric mills, this was yet another reason that some mills
wanted to reduce or remove the controls.

In December 1952, fabric subcontractor system (代織制度) was abolished, fabric
mills could sell its fabric in themarket. In February 1953, spinning subcontractor system
(代紡制度) was also abolished. Spinners were allowed to import cottons, and then sold
the produced cotton yarns in the market. However, the TDPBMC still set price ceil-
ing.25 Finally in September 1954, ESB abolished the price ceiling becausemarket prices
had been much lower. Another reason was that even if market price was higher than
the price ceiling, there was actually no eòective enforcement mechanism to deal with
the problem.26 However, import of cotton yarn and cotton cloth remained prohibited.

As can be seen from Figure 6, cotton yarn pricewas relatively stable in 1953 and 1954,
but then it started to rise again in February 1955. aemain reason for this round of price
rise was that the government raised commodity tax and import tax, and also de-valued
the NT dollar. Commodity tax rose from 5% to 15% in August 1954, and import tax for
cotton yarns was raised from 5% to 17% in 1955. ae exchange rate for cotton import
from theUS aid programwas 15.6 dollars previously, itwas raised to 24.78 dollar in July
1955.

With de-valuation and tax rate hikes, itwas reasonable for mills to raise cotton yarn
price. But the government launched a new wave of price control. In February 1955, the
government asked spinning mills to submit their cotton yarns to the Textiles Associa-
tion, which was asked to sell the yarns “in an equitable manner”. On July 9, the CTC
took over the job of allocation, but its new regulation that the fabricmillswere required
to pay deposit of 50% was heavily protested. In November, the deposit was reduced to
25%.

In the beginning of 1956, cotton yarns price fell, and the regulations established in
the previous year were removed. In March, spinning mills had accumulated too much
inventory and asked the government for help. ae ESB asked the CTC to buy the in-
ventory, but the CTC objected, and proposed instead that the system of cotton yarns

24Li (2004), pp. 131–32.
25Li (2004), pp. 125–28.
26Li (2004), pp. 93–94.
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allocation be removed. In July 1957, the allocation system was terminated.27

5 Export Expansion

ae idea of promoting textile exportwas raised at least as early as in 1953, themotivation
was that there had been an excess supply of cotton yarn in the domestic market. ae
initial proposal was to barter with Egypt for cotton suitable for ûne yarn and then with
Pakistan for cotton suitable for coarse yarn. But an estimate of cost showed that for a
piece of ûne cotton yarn exported, the government needed to subsidizeNT 523 dollars.
without subsidy, the export would losemoney. In August 1953, the price of cotton yarn
in the domesticmarket was 4,300 dollars, so the subsidy was about 12.2% of the export
price.28

5.1 Tax Refund, devaluation and Low Interest Loans

ae share of textile export to production was 0.26% in 1954. It increased to 1.36% in
1958, and then 8.56%next year. What policy changewas critical for the export expansion
success? Why Taiwan was not able to export until late 1950s?

In 1953, theMinistry of Economic Aòairs promoted an idea of exporting cotton yarn
to South Korea. Table 1was an estimate of the cost structure by spinners. Column 2was
calculated with the oõcial exchange rate of 15.60 dollars. To make a piece of cotton
yarn, 470 pounds of cotton was needed. ae import cost for one pound of cotton was
NT 5.7 dollar, or 0.365US dollar by the oõcial exchange rate. In otherwords, the cost of
cotton for one piece of cotton yarnwas NT 2,545 dollar (import tax of 5% not included).
Processing charge (includingwages)wasNT 1,350 dollars. Adding transport, insurance,
and gross proût, the price of one piece of cotton yarnwas NT 4,367 dollars, or US 0.700
dollar per pound.29 In June 1953,wholesale cotton yarn price in New Yorkwas US 0.639
dollar, so exporter would losemoney.

Column 2 was an estimate using the oõcial exchange rate of 15.60 dollar. In 1953,
blackmarket ratewas 26.5 dollar. Using this rate, the cotton yarn pricewould be lowered
toUS 0.593 dollar (column 3), and exporters couldmake a proût. However, the estimate
of cost excluded cotton import tax (5%), commodity tax (15%), and harbour duty (2%).30

If the above taxes were included, export price would be raised to 0.674 dollar, exporters
still lost money. ae estimate shows clearly that de-valuation and tax refund will be

27Hsu (2003), pp. 126–32.
28Hsu (2003), pp. 98–99.
29ae estimate was for export to South Korea. If the destination was the US, transport and insurance

would be higher.
30Commodity tax was 5% in 1953, but increased to 15% in August 1954.
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Table 1: Cost structure of Cotton Yarn Export

Exchange rate 15.60 26.50 40.00

Cotton price 2,545 4,310 6,505
Processing charges 1,350 1,350 1,350
Packaging 80 80 80
Sea transport 55 55 55
Land transport 20 20 20
Insurance 21 21 21
Interest 80 136 205
Gross proût (5%) 227 329 455

Total 4,367 6,281 8,662
Cotton yarn (US dollar/pound) 0.700 0.593 0.541

Source: Liu (1954), Lu (1953), Lu (1954), and Huang (1956). If import
tax (5%), commodity tax (15%), and harbour duty (2%) were added, cot-
ton prices would become US 0.781 dollar, 0.674 dollar, and 0.623 dollar,
respectively.

an eòective policy for export expansion. In 1960, the exchange rate was depreciated to
40 dollars. Column 3 shows that cotton yarn price became 0.541 dollar if taxes were
excluded. If taxes were included, export price would be raised to 0.623 dollar, so it was
still proûtable to export.

ae role of exchange rate and taxes can be explained by the following equation. Let
pc be the cost of cotton (in US dollar) for a piece of cotton yarn, and pn the price of
cotton yarn. Variablew is the sumof processing charge, transport, insurance, and gross
proût (in NT dollar), t is the sum of taxes, and e is the exchange rate, then

pn = e ⋅ pc +w + t
e

= pc + w + t
e

. (1)

It is clear that both exchange rate and tax rate aòect the price of cotton yarn. Equation
(1) can be rewritten as follows:

pn

pc
= 1 + w + t

pc
⋅ 1
e
. (2)

For Taiwan, pc was determined by the world market. If the exchange rate e is higher
(the NT dollar de-valued), pn would be lower, and Taiwan’s cotton yarn becomes more
competitive in the worldmarket.

It is also clear that the eòect of devaluation would be larger if the ratio (w + t)/pc is
large. Using the data from input-output table, Scott (1979, p. 358) calculated the ratio of
traded inputs to price, pc/pn,was 0.70 for Taiwan’s textile industry in 1971. Alternatively,
using the ûgures in column 3 of Table 1, pc/pn = 0.75.
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Figure 8: Tax refund and export expansion

Tax refund was ûscal year data, export was calendar data, the former was
transformed into calendar data by simple average. Source: Refund to ex-
port (all industries), Hsiao (1994), p. 139; refund to export (cotton prod-
ucts), Lin (1969), pp. 89, 106; textile export, Lin (1969), p. 83, textile pro-
duction, Industry of Free China, various issues.

Tax also aòected exportprice. For Taiwan, all the cottonwas imported. De-valuation
would lower the price of cotton yarn in the worldmarket, but price of cotton would in-
crease, which in turn would increase the price of cotton yarn. However, if import tax
and commodity taxes could be refunded to exporters, it would lower the export price
of cotton yarn. ae ûrst tax refund a�er WorldWar II in Taiwan was applied to paper
hat industry. In the beginning, only a portion of import tax could be refunded. In 1952,
the system was revised and tax oòsetting was allowed.

InMarch 1954, Economic StabilityBoard (ESB,經安會) passed a resolution to extend
tax refund to cotton yarn export. Besides exporters were qualiûed to apply for low-
interest loans. But spinnerswere not interested because taxes had to be paid ûrst, refund
would be given back only a�er cotton yarnswere exported. Similarly, low-interest loans
would be provided only a�er cotton yarns were exported.

In 1955, the government was preoccupied with controlling prices. In 1956 there was
again an excess supply of cotton yarns, and the idea of promoting textile export was
raised again. During the following two years, tax refund policies were revised several
times, and ûnally in December 1959, an eòective tax refund and oòsetting policy was
established, which covered import tax, defense surtax, commodity tax, and harbour
duties. As shown in Figure 8, the policy worked this time, and textile export started to
grow.

In the beginning, tax refund was for textile industry only, but later it was applied to
all other export industries as well. In 1958, the ratio of tax refund to export was 2.3%,
it increased to 4.5% in 1959, and then 8.5% in 1960. ae purpose of tax refund and oò-
setting was intended to reduce of cost of export, but there was tremendous transaction
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costs involved. In 1966, export processing zones and bonded factories and warehouses
were established, which reduced the transaction cost of tax refund even further.31

Besides tax refund, other policies also help to reduce export cost, including de-
valuation, low interest loans, and removal of import restrictions ae NT dollar de-
valued from 24.58 dollar in 1958 to 36.08 in 1959, and then 40.04 in 1960. ae exchange
rate stayed at this level until 1972, and then decreased to 38.0. Staring July 1957, the BOT
provided low interest rate to exporters. ae annual interest rate was 6.0% if the loan
was paid back in US dollar, 11.88% if paid back in NT dollar. In contrast, black market
interest rate was 33.1% in 1958.

Scott (1979, p. 327) thought that themost critical policy change during the late 1950s
was the removal of import allocation system. Import allocation system for cotton yarns
had been removed in July 1957.32 For cotton import, although spinner could now import
cotton directly, the supply of foreign reserves were controlled by the BOT. ae alloca-
tion was based on the criterion of capacity and production eõciency. Starting 1959, the
allocation was based ûrst on export record, and then on capacity.33

5.2 Comparative Advantage

In Table 1, the key component in processing charge was wage rate. ae policy change
in the late 1950s made low wage rate a comparative advantage for Taiwan. Scott (1979,
pp. 357–60) comparedmanufacturing sector’s cost structureofTaiwan and theUS around
1970. For textile industry, the share of wage cost was 21.3% in the US, but only 8.3% in
Taiwan. He then listed hourly earnings for workers in textiles and electronics for Tai-
wan and other countries,US was 2.75 dollars, Japan 1.20 dollar, and Taiwan 0.20 dollar.
In other words, Taiwanese earnings was only 7.3% of the US, and 16.7% of Japan.

Figure 9 comparedmonthly wage in manufacturing of Japan and Taiwan. In 1960–
80, Taiwan’s monthly wage was 24.8% of Japan. Apparently, wage ratio between two
countries was aòected by the exchange rate. In 1954, Taiwan’s monthly wage was 29.6
US dollars, it decreased to 18.9 US dollars due to devaluation in the late 1950s.

To sum up, in the early postwar period Taiwan’s low wage rate was potentially its
comparative advantage. However, the potential was far from a reality in the beginning.
Itwas only a�er the policy change in the late 1950s, the potentialwas realized. ae labor-
intensive industry was the most fast-growing export industry a�er early 1960s. ais

31However, the zones were for “technology-intensive” ûrms only, and no cotton textiles or cotton gar-
ments ûrms were allowed into the zones. See Scott (1979), pp. 339.

32Hsu (2003), pp. 126–32。
33Hsu (2003), p. 87.
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Figure 9: Male wage rate in manufacturing

For Taiwan, export exchange rate for private sector was used in conversion.
Source: Taiwan, Mizoguchi (2008), p. 288. ae original data was daily wage
rate,monthly wagewas assumed to be 25 times of daily wage rate. Japan, http:
//www.stat.go.jp/english/data/chouki/19.htm, 19-37-a.

re�ected the fact that Taiwan’s comparative advantage was low wage rate.34 It should be
pointed out that althoughTaiwan’swage ratewas low, Taiwaneseworkerswere relatively
well-educated. aiswashelpfulwhenTaiwan began tomoved into technology-intensive
industries.35

5.3 Export Expansion and Capital Formation

Figure 10 compares the export ratio of Taiwan, Japan, and the world average. During
1951–60, Taiwan’s export ratio was 9.42%, probably lower than the world average if data
were available. It started to rise in the early 1960s, and the average rose to 20.65% in
1961–70. In 1980, Taiwan’s export ratio was 51.53%, while the world average was 19.45%.
Comparing Figure 10 and Figure 1 above, export ratio went up with the GDP growth
beginning in the early 1960s, leading to the widely-held view that it was a export-led
growth.

Following the successful expansion of exports, private ûxed formation increased.
Figure 11 shows ûxed investment to GDP ratio from 1951 to 1980. In the 1950s, the ratio
was about 6%, it started to increase in the early 1960s, and reached 15% in 1974. Two
other factors should have been helpful. Onewas the Statute for Encouraging Investment
passed by the Legislative Yuan in 1960. ae other was that Kinmen, a small island near
Fujien province, was attacked and blockaded by the Communist China on August 23,
1958. But the KMT government with the help of the US successfully fought back, and

34Lin (1973), p. 130; Ranis (1979), pp. 236–37.
35Scott (1979), p. 361.
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the Communist China removed the blockade in the beginning of October. ae end
of blockade enhanced the long-term stability prospect of Taiwan and the motive for
investment. Notwithstanding, if the products of textile industry could be sold only in
the domesticmarket, the incentive to invest could not be high.

When the government adopted tax refund and devaluation policy, it also raised im-
port tax and commodity tax for textiles including cotton, cotton yarn, and cotton cloth.
ais re�ected the idea of K. Y. Yin, who said in 1952 that “Taiwan’s textile industry can
not compete with Japan. Without protections, the industry would be ravaged.”36 Little
(1979, p. 475) pointed out that “the eòect of the new policies was not to create laissez-
faire conditions for the whole of the industry . . . . aey created a kind of dual economy
inwhich only exports . . . could bemanufactured under virtually free trade conditions.”
According to Hsing (1993), the dual systemwas continued until at least the early 1980s.

36Yin (1953).
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6 Japanese Colonization and the US Aid

Little (1979, p. 475) pointed out that the dual economy policy was soon copied by South
Korea and other developing countries. South Korea was a successful case of develop-
ment, but most of the others were not. Did these countries forget to do something? Or
there were other necessary conditions for growth missing in these countries?

6.1 Institutions

Acemoglu and Robinson (2008, p. 24) study the high growths of postwar Taiwan, Sin-
gapore, South Korea, and China since 1980s, and argue that institution was the key for
growth. ae role of institutions in economic growth had been emphasized by early
growth economists. For example, North (1990, p. 67) pointed that “[w]ith insecure
property rights, poorly enforced laws, barriers to entry, and monopolistic restrictions,
the proût-maximization ûrms will tend to have . . . little capital.”

A�er Taiwan was ceded to Japan in 1895, the colonial government endeavored to
establish new institutions and to construct modern infrastructure. One of the most
important results was the creation of amodern land property rights system. In 1898, an
island-wide land censuswas started, and a sequence of taskswas implemented including
identiûcation of land property rights, land measurement, buy-out of the ta-tsu land
rights, and ûnally adjusting land tax rates. A�er the land censuswas completed in 1905,
the colonial government started a land registration system which established amodern
land property rights system in Taiwan.37

Yanaihara (1929) argued that a�er the land censuswas completed, the land property
rights were well-deûned, and land transactions were much secured. In contrast to the
late Ch’ing dynasty when land rights were only loosely deûned, and enforcement was
weak, land litigation cases a�er the reform should be much lower, and there would be
muchmore land transactions. Figure 12 shows the percentage of land litigation andme-
diation cases. Besides the cases related to land, other categories includemoney, human
relationship, food and so on. From 1899 to 1940, while the total of the cases had a long-
term growing trend, with 2,026 cases in 1900, and 8,116 cases in 1940, the percentage of
cases related to land showed a clear downward trend a�er 1905.

An established institution could be abolished later. For example, a�erWorldWar II,
North Korea abolished private property rights. ae Communist China also abolished
private property rights a�er 1949.38 ae abolishment of private property rights pro-
duced adverse eòects for both countries. Fortunately, Taiwan private property rights

37Wu (2014).
38But private property was a legal right again in 2007.
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Figure 12: Percentage of land litigation andmediation

ais diagram shows the percentage of land litigation andmediation cases to the total cases.
Source:Wu (2014), ûgure 7.

remained intact a�er the KMT government retreated to Taiwan. In contrast, land right
institution in the Philippineswas still rather backward today.39 Is this the reason that the
Philippines did not grow as fast as Taiwan during the postwar period? ais is a question
worthy of further exploration in the future.

6.2 US Aid to Taiwan

From 1946 to 1967, Taiwan received US economic aid of 1,768.3 million US dollars, and
military aid of 2,384.2 million dollars.40 For comparison, Taiwan’s GDP was 308.2 mil-
lion US dollars in 1951. What was the role of the US aid in the postwar high growth of
Taiwan? Scott (1979, pp. 369–78) reviewed the literature, and concluded that US aidwas
not the only, or even themain, important factor.

It is impossible to clearly deûne what is meant by “important factor”, but as we have
discussed in section 2 above, during the ûrst half of the 1950s, in anticipations that the
Communist China was going to attack, Taiwan was in a precarious situation. It was
only a�er the US aid was announced on June 27, 1950, the political situation became
stabilized. Without the US aid, Taiwan had to defend herself on her own. Even if she
could survive the attack, defense spending would crowd out economic expenditures,
and tax rate would bemuch higher. For the central government, defense spending was
89.2% of total expenditures in 1950, and the ratio of budget deûcit to total spendingwas
as high as 24.2%. During the later period of hyperin�ation (1948–49) budget deûcitwas
themain cause ofmoney supply increase. Without the US aid, budget deûcit would be
diõcult to reduce, and in�ation would be a persistent problem diõcult to get rid of.

39Vargas (2003), p. 9.
40Ho (1978), p. 110.
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A�er price became relatively stable in the early 1950s, theUS aid fundswere directed
to economic development, and themain focus was on capital formation. Capital assis-
tance, funds going into ûxed assets, formed about four-û�hs of all project aid.41 Alter-
natively, the allocation of aid funds could be divided into four categories: infrastructure
(37.3%), agriculture (21.5%), human resources (25.9%), and industry (15.3%). Among the
funds dedicated to infrastructure, about 68.5% was allocated to Taiwan Power Com-
pany.42 Even with such a big input from the US aid, there were sometimes electricity
shortage problems. ais showed clearly how the US aid had helped the industrial de-
velopment.

Finally, as shown in Figure 2 above, percentage of production from state enterprises
was over 80% in 1946, but decreased to about 20% in 1970. ae export expansion in the
beginning of the 1960s was brought out by private enterprises. Jacoby (1966, p. 138) was
surprised that only 6% of all aid funds went to private enterprises. But he also argued
that “US aidhelped to create a booming private sector ofTaiwan’s economy indirectly.”43

7 Concluding Remarks

Regarding Taiwan’s economic development in the 1950s and 1960s, many researchers
thought that the import substitution policy in the beginning laid the foundation for
the export expansion later. For example, Lin (1973, pp. 162–65) argued that without the
protection policies installed during the import substitution period, export expansion
during the late 1950s could not be developed.

One argument for protection was that it took time to learn new technology. ais
argument did not apply toTaiwan’s textile industry, however. Most of the spinningmills
and fabricmillsweremoved toTaiwan from themainlandChina in 1949, and the owners
of the mills were familiar with the textile technology before coming to Taiwan. Also
as discussed in section 4, the control policies imposed in the early and the middle of
the 1950s were intended to control the price of cotton yarns. aey did not help the
development of textile technology, and was of no use to promote export either.

In his speech in May 1952, Yin (1952, p. 4) said that the purpose of textile devel-
opment was to conserve foreign exchange. However, there was no mention of export
expansion at all. When the government pursued the important substitution in the early
1950s, export expansion was not even considered as a policy option. It was only when
textilemarket had reached saturation, the government started to explore the possibility

41Jacoby (1966), p. 51.
42Jacoby (1966), pp. 50, 176–78.
43Jacoby (1966), pp. 132–35.
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of export. As we have shown above, the important policies for export expansion were
tax refund, de-valuation, low interest loans, and removal of import restrictions. If these
policieswere implemented earlier, therewas no reasonwhyTaiwan’s high growthwould
not be started earlier.
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